
Featuring AcuFil™ Quilting



AcuGuide™ Automatic Cloth Guide ¸

Built-in Stitches (13 one-step buttonholes) 358  311 

Automatic Needle Threader ¸ ¸

12 Sewing Application Screens 42 options 36 options

Moveable i-height™ Screen ¸ ¸

LCD Full Color Touch Panel Screen 7.5” Backlit 7.5” Backlit

Independent Bobbin Winding Motor ¸ ¸

Sewing Speed 60 - 860 spm 60 - 860 spm

Slow Stitch Start/Stop Function ¸ ¸

Cornering Start Over Function ¸

AcuFil™ Quilting Designs 24

3-part Embroidery Designs for Quilting 24

Automatic Stippling in the Hoop ¸

AcuFil™ Quilting Hoop  5.5” x 8” (140x200mm)

Knee Lift Adjustable  Fixed

Built-in Hand-Look Quilting Stitches ¸

Programmable Thread Cutter ¸ ¸

Extra high presser foot lift ¸ ¸

Computer controlled Auto Tension ¸ ¸

Stitch Editing ¸ ¸

Full Intensity Lighting System  8 pure white LEDs 8 pure white LEDs

Memory Craft 11000

Special Edition v2.0

Memory Craft 

11000  v1.31

Memory Craft 11000

Special Edition v2.0

Memory Craft 

11000  v1.31
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Compact Footprint  and Practical Weight 
Remarkably Complete, yet Remarkably Compact. The Memory Craft 

11000 Special Edition sews, embroiders and quilts with a precision and  

innovation you won’t find on any other top-of-the-line machine. With 

the i-height™ touch screen in the up position, you get 9.2” (234 mm) of 

workspace to the right of the needle. Yet the machine’s footprint is just 

18.5” (469 mm) and its weight just 32 lbs (14.3kg). 

Stipple In The Hoop And Across Your Entire Quilt
One of the machine’s most exciting features for quilters is the new 
AcuFil™ Quilting System. First, you get the ease and control of 
stippling your quilt in an embroidery hoop. And, because it is so 
accurate, you can continue this stippling to perfectly cover your 
entire quilt -- up to 10’ by 10’ (3 x 3 m). Your friends will think you used 
a long-arm machine.

Janome Precision Without The Need 
For A Bulky Embroidery Attachment
Our Rolling Linear Guide embroidery mechanism utilizes technology 
developed for high-precision industrial robots. The result is absolutely 
stunning embroidery. You can do it all without ever having to wrestle 
with a bulky embroidery attachment

Programmable jump 
thread trimming

Extra High 
Presser 
Foot Lift

Automatic Stippling 
in the Hoop

AcuFil ™ Quilting Hoop

AcuGuide™ 
Automatic 
Cloth Guide
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Introducing The Memory   Craft 11000 Special Edition



AcuGuide™ Automatic Cloth Guide ¸

Built-in Stitches (13 one-step buttonholes) 358  311 

Automatic Needle Threader ¸ ¸

12 Sewing Application Screens 42 options 36 options

Moveable i-height™ Screen ¸ ¸

LCD Full Color Touch Panel Screen 7.5” Backlit 7.5” Backlit

Independent Bobbin Winding Motor ¸ ¸

Sewing Speed 60 - 860 spm 60 - 860 spm

Slow Stitch Start/Stop Function ¸ ¸

Cornering Start Over Function ¸

Memory Craft 11000

Special Edition v2.0

Memory Craft 

11000  v1.31

Hoop Mobility Function Right, Left, Front, Exit

USB Connectivity ¸ ¸

Embroidery Sewing Speed 60 - 800 spm 60 - 800 spm

Embroidery Format .JEF, .JEF+ .JEF, .JEF+
 
Normal and Trace Basting ¸ 

Available Hoops
Free Arm 2” x 2” (50 x 50 mm - optional)  ¸ ¸
Standard 5” x 4” (126 x 110 mm)  ¸ ¸
Square 8” x 8” (200 x 200 mm) ¸ ¸
AcuFil™ Quilting 5.5” x 8” (140 x 200mm) ¸
Macro 8” x 11” (200 x 280 mm - optional) ¸ ¸
Rectangular 5.5” x 8” (140x 200 mm - optional) ¸ ¸
Hat Hoop Insert (optional) ¸ ¸

On-screen Editing Functions ¸ ¸
Enlarge/Reduce, Rotate, Turn-over,  

Drag & Drop, Re-edit, Zoom, Arc,  

Combine/Uncombine Parts & Colors,  

Adjust Background Color.

Memory Craft 11000

Special Edition v2.0

Memory Craft 

11000  v1.31

Memory Craft 11000

Special Edition v2.0

Memory Craft 

11000  v1.31

Programmable Jump  ¸ 
Thread Trimming

Built-in Conversion From  ¸ ¸ 
Sewing to Embroidery

Robotic Precision of Rolling Linear   ¸ ¸
Guide Embroidery Mechanism

Built-in Embroidery Designs 170  133

Adjustable Speed While Embroidering ¸

Flexible Stitch Traveling 1, 10, 100 10

Jog Key Hoop Positioning  ¸
After Embroidery Start

Auto-Return Post Thread Break ¸

PC Data Transfer with  PC Folder Tool PC Folder Tool
MC11K Tools Screen Saver Tool Screen Saver Tool
 AcuFil™ Print Tool 

The Easier The Tools, The More Creative You Become
This machine can pull designs from your PC and save designs to your PC. It 
has an automatic jump thread trimmer that lets you choose the length of 
stitch to trim—essential for satin stitching and lettering. And there’s a new 
AcuGuide™ Automatic Cloth Guide to make hemming, lines of decorative 
stitching, and perfect rows and seams a breeze.

Everything You Loved About  The Original And More
As you might have guessed from the name, the Memory Craft 11000 Special 
Edition has a lot in common with the original MC11000. The i-height™ screen 
can display up to 65,536 colors in true 640 x 480 resolution. Our Full Intensity 
Lighting System illuminates your work. You can bring designs into one layout 
from multiple sources. And you get the easy, reliable operation Janome is 
famous for the world over.

Programmable jump 
thread trimming

i-height™ 
Screen

Enhanced Sewing 
Applications

Advanced
PC Data 
Transfer

Adjustable 
Knee Lift

Built-in Hand Look Stitches & AcuFil™ Quilting Designs
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Introducing The Memory   Craft 11000 Special Edition



What is The AcuFil™ Quilting System?
It’s possibilities plus power. AcuFil™ Quilting is a complete quilting system 

built into your embroidery machine. Enter your quilt dimensions into the 

AcuFil™ Calculator and the Memory Craft 11000 Special Edition calculates 

and lays out automatic stippling to perfectly cover your entire quilt top. 

And that’s just the start. Choose from dozens of embroidery quilting 

designs and stippling patterns to customize your quilt top. The optional 

Digitizer embroidery software takes layout possibilities a step further with 

all-new quilting functionality. Our AcuFil™ Quilting Hoop and Template 

combination is easy-to-use and brilliantly precise across all hoopings.  And 

our exclusive direct PC connection sends your design to your computer so 

you can print a complete template.

24 Embroidery Designs For 
Quilting Give You Dozens of 
Combination Options
Each of these three-part designs is ready to 

be embroidered on your quilt square. A Core 

design is surrounded by expertly stippled 

Fill, which in turn is set off by a Border. But 

you can also use the design’s components 

separately: Core by itself or Core plus Fill but 

without a Border. This gives you a total of 72 

stand-alone designs.

Faster Hooping With 
Unlimited Movement 
The new AcuFil™ Quilting Hoop is not 

only the fastest hoop you’ve ever used, it 

also allows you to move your fabric in any 

direction while continuing your design. The 

inner hoop has been replaced by special 

magnetic clamps, which hold the multiple 

layers of your quilt firmly in place but allow 

you to quickly re-hoop.

How Big Can You Go?
It’s up to you. The AcuFil™ Quilting System 

is so accurate, you can continue a fill pattern 

across all hoopings. Your design is no longer 

limited by the size of your hoop.

Stippling In The Hoop Speed, Accuracy, Comfort



stitches shapes

Get Creative With 24 AcuFil™ Stippling Designs
Now you can have precise stippling at the press of a button. Use these 

designs to create your own unique in-the-hoop stippling patterns.

• 4 Blocks of Stippling: Rectangle-shaped stippling pieces you can 

combine to perfectly fill your quilt.

• 8 Meandering Stippling Parts: Variously shaped bits of stippling for filling 

in around any designs.

• 12 Pattern Stippling Parts: Use the classic meandering stippling elements 

above or build a custom quilting design from these patterns, such as a 

leaf, crescent or pebbles.

Trim Your Jump Threads Automatically
When an embroidery machine travels from one part of a design to another, 

it leaves jump threads. These can be quite a jumble, especially if your design 

calls for stitches of the same color in the corners of your hoop. Often, you have 

to carefully clip all jump threads between each color. The Special Edition has 

eliminated this tedious process with an Automatic Jump Thread Trimmer. You 

can program it to trim threads as small as 3 mm in length. The mechanism 

even pulls the thread tails to the back for quick finishing.

Maintain Perfect Seam 
Allowances With The 
AcuGuide™ Automatic  
Cloth Guide
Maintaining an accurate 1/4” seam 

allowance is so important in quilting. The 

new AcuGuide™ not only serves as a cloth 

guide, the machine measures the allowance 

for you. Simply snap it onto the carriage 

arm of the embroidery mechanism and 

enter your desired seam allowance. This is 

also wonderful for hemming or aligning 

rows of quilting or decorative stitching.

Make Quilting More 
Comfortable With The New 
Adjustable Knee Lift
This new, ergonomic knee lift lets you quilt 

for hours in comfort. With a full range of 

adjustment from left to right, you can find 

the position that fits you best -- whatever 

your size or height. You can now sit directly 

in front of the needle with the knee lift 

perfectly positioned for free-motion 

quilting or general sewing. It’s also handy 

for embroidery, especially for multiple 

hoopings with the AcuFil™ Quilting hoop.

Stippling In The Hoop Speed, Accuracy, Comfort



Great Features Make It Easy

Adjustable Speed 
While Embroidering
Stitch at normal speed when embroidering a large 
fill area, then slow down during smaller, more 
intricate areas or when using metallic thread. As 
you adjust the speed with the slider you see the 
new stitching speed on the machine’s display.

Adjustable Hoop Position Even 
After Starting Embroidery
Lining up designs and repetitive patterns is so easy. 
You can adjust the alignment of your embroidery 
start point without un-hooping and re-hooping. 
Simply return the stitch counter to zero and use 
the jog keys to finely tune your position. 

Fast Advance Through Stitch Count
Speed through to find your exact start point or 
carefully adjust one by one. Now you can advance 
through the stitches in a design 100 at a time, 10 
at a time, or 1 at a time. Works going forwards or 
backwards through a design. The hoop moves 
through the stitches as you skip through them so 
it’s ready to begin stitching when you are.

Automatic Return If Thread Breaks
When the machine senses a thread break, it 
automatically stops and goes back ten stitches. You 
can then use the stitch counter if needed to further 
refine the exact spot to re-start.

Trace Basting of Embroidery Area
To check placement, you can have the machine 
baste a simple outline of the design to be 
embroidered. This will also hold delicate or 
easily markable fabrics (like velvet) in place 
without hooping.

Hoop Standby Or Exit Function
During embroidery you can stop the machine and 
move the hoop all the way toward you to check 
the design progress or do fine thread trimming. 
One touch and the hoop returns to exactly where 
it left off and the machine resumes stitching. At 
the completion of your design, the hoop can move 
all the way to the far exit point for easy removal. 
The machine then automatically returns you to 
Ordinary Sewing.

Exact Resume
Sometimes you need to stop your machine during 
embroidery. Using this feature, you can return to 
your last pattern at the exact stitch point where 
your machine was stopped. You push the Stop key 
and the machine will remember exactly where it 
was even if you turn it off.

Enhanced Sewing 
Application Support
Find the right tension for sewing knits. Follow step-
by-step guidance on applying an invisible zipper. 
Janome’s original Sewing Applications provided 
on-screen sewing guidance and automatically 
set stitch length, width and tension based on 
sewing purpose, fabric type and fabric weight. For 
the Special Edition, the Applications have been 
expanded to include additional helpful options, 
including a clever appliqué program.

Advanced PC Data Transfer
The Memory Craft 11000 Special Edition allows 
you to sit at your machine and open files from 
your computer or save files to your computer—it 
acts like a hard drive for your machine. Now you 
can have the first truly two-way data transfer on a 
home embroidery machine.

Program Your 
Favorite Stitch
You can change the default properties of your 
favorite stitches and then permanently save these 
new settings for length, width, density, etc.

Change Background 
Color In Embroidery
You can change the background color on the 
screen to match your fabric or for better visibility. 
For instance, if you’re using white thread, you 
change the background to a dark color to more 
easily see your design.

Additional Thread 
Brand Selection
Gutermann and Robison-Anton have been added 
to Madeira, Mettler, and Janome brands in the 
thread selection function. This function gives you 
color numbers and displays the correct shade for 
the brand of thread you’re using.

Combine/Uncombine By Color
This advanced feature is a Janome exclusive and a 
huge time saver for repeated design. Now you can 
convert your layout into a single design sorted by 
color, limiting the number of thread changes. And 
it will work with designs pulled from any source.

Expanded Onscreen 
Hoop Selections
You can now select all Janome hoops available for 
the MC11000 Special Edition for design layouts. This 
brings your total number of hoop options to seven.

More Stitches & Built-In Designs Than Ever



Great Features Make It Easy More Stitches & Built-In Designs Than Ever

Hand look stitches 
used for Sashiko

Hand Look Stiches

New Decorative 
Stitches For Quilting

New Embroidery Designs for Quilting, each in 3 Styles

Core Core plus Fill Core plus Fill with Border

Rectangular Hoop 
Hat Hoop insert
Macro Hoop
Free Arm Hoop
Digitizer Series of Embroidery Software
Convertible Free Motion Quilting Foot Set
Wide Ribbon Guide
Border Guide Foot

Plus many more convenient accessories
Visit www.janome.com for a complete list

Optional Accessories



www.janome.com

Get Started on Something Extraordinary!
Instructions for above projects available at www.janome.com


